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How to use this resource:
You do not need to print this lesson out. 
• Ask your child to read the words on the Phonics page. Ask them to sound 
them out and then practice writing the words. This part should only take 
about 10 minutes.
• Move to the next page and share the Learning Objective and how we will 
achieve this
• what words does Winnie use to cast her spells? Can you think of another 
word/ expression for Winnie to say?
• Look at the next page and discuss what 'bossy words' are and when we use 
them. Identify the bossy verbs on the next page.
• Practise writing some examples together
• Child's turn to complete the task independently
• send a photo of the completed work to the Portofolio.
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The  gh    sound

Practise reading and writing the words

ghost

gherkin

ghastly

aghast
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TODAY'S LEARNING......

What are we going to learn?

          To use imperative verbs/ bossy words

How are we going to learn?

          We are going to practise writing sentences 

The learning habits we are going to use today

           Discipline- keeping on task
           Curiosity- learning something new
           
Our learning can be found in our learning ladders here:

                              Writing Ladders p 10
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What words does Winnie use to cast her 
spells?
Can you think of another word or 
expression Winnie could use?
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Imperative verbs are sometimes known as bossy verbs.

They are verbs which tell you what to do. 

They are often seen at the beginning of a sentence and create a 
command.

What Is an Imperative Verb?

Go and buy our crisps.
Eat your lunch. Tidy the cloakroom. 

Write today‛s date. Walk home after school.

In each of these commands, the imperative verb tells the person what 
action they need to take.

Let‛s look at some 
examples…
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Match the bossy verb with the ingredients.
Not all the verbs would be appropriate to use for 
all the ingredients. 
Think about: Could you chop the fairy dust?

dragon milk

snake fangs

spider eyeballs

bat wings

wizard's beard

stir

pour

chop

mix

sprinkle

fairy dust

crush
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Task:
Write 5 sentences using bossy verbs.
The sentences need to be about a magic potion.
We will use this later on this week for our independent 
writing task, so make sure you do it right.
When you finish, don't forget to send me a photo of your 
completed work.

Here's a list of bossy verbs and ingredients to help you

sprinkle
cut
crush
add
pour
chop
mix
boil
cool

bat wings
princess hair
frog spawn 
eyeballs
dragon scales
tail of a rat
unicorn horn
wart of a toad
mistletoe berries
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